Security of Supply Coordination Group
Sub Group for Gas – 6th meeting

Brussels, 17 March 2016
Follow up from the Ljubljana 2015 meeting

Besides Serbia, Ukraine, Albania, Montenegro also transposed the 3rd package in national (gas) laws – SoS provisions in place

Moldova to adopt a 3p compliant law soon; in BH intensive dialogue to overcome a long lasting dispute

The winter 2015/16 – no major disruptions reported; Ukraine’s transit ran smoothly

EC published the “security package”

The CESEC process is going on – ECS published the second report on 1 March

However, no big legislative or regulatory progress on SoS since
On our gas agenda: transposition of the EU acquis

3rd package implementation; assistance in drafting secondary legislation

Certification of TSOs (Naftogaz unbundling hearing)

Network Code implementation

1. Capacity allocation / congestion management rules
2. Balancing Code
3. Interoperability Code

Gas market integration study finalised

cost-benefit analysis of the four market integration scenarios; considerable annual benefits derived from implementing the assessed market integration options

Intensive cooperation and a WS with ENTSOG on TYNDO 2017-2037
Thank you for your attention!
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